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The eTROWEL® & eWALL™

Microfi ber Pocket Trowel

The eTrowel® is patented pocket style trowel with fl ex 
back and rechargeable black light or LED white light. It 

has interchangeable color coded grips as well as a scraper 
for hard to remove pieces of debris. It’s ergonomically 
sound design makes it easy to clean horizontal and 

vertical surfaces while allowing the pocket style pad to 
remain securely on the frame.

Part#s
eWall (360° swivel base)
eHANDLE48 (48” telescopic handle)

Part#s
eTrowelb (black light)
eTrowelw (white LED)
eTrowel (no light)

vertical surfaces while allowing the pocket style pad to 
remain securely on the frame.

Part#sPart#s
eWall (360° swivel base)

(48” telescopic handle)
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Patented innovation

The eTROWEL® fl exible base allows for 
cleaning curved surfaces. Color code 
trowel pads and grips to help prevent 

cross contamination.

Black light technology

The 4D Cleaning™ eTROWEL® is outfi tted 
with a powerful black light or LED light.   

The rechargeable battery provides 
exceptional power 10 hour run time (black 

light) and 30 hour run time (LED white 
light). Recharges in 4 hours.

Clean those hard-to-reach 
places with ease 

The 4D Cleaning™ eWall™ has a 360°
degree swivel base that allows it to clean 

in those hard-to-reach vertical
surfaces with ease. 

Part# eGLASS B10 Part# eSCRUB B10 Part# eSNOW B10 Part#
eTROWELPADR (red)
eTROWELPADB (blue)
eTROWELPADY (yellow)
eTROWELPADG (green)

Our Most Universal 
Microfi ber Tool

The patented eTROWEL® offers various trowel 
pads to effectively clean different surfaces and soil 
levels. The eTROWEL® eliminates the use of trigger 

sprayers. The eWAVETROWELPAD™ (pictured 
below) is made with Trio-Split™ Technology and 4D 
Cleaning™ mesh backing for quick PreTreating and 
energy savings in the laundry process. The unique 
pocket system allows changing the microfi ber pads 

without touching the soiled pad.

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry




